Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator modulators for personalized drug treatment of cystic fibrosis: progress to date.
This article considers the issue of personalized drug discovery for the orphan disease cystic fibrosis (CF) to deliver a candidate for therapeutic development. CF is a very complicated disease due to numerous anomalies of the gene leading to progressive severity and morbidity. Despite extensive research efforts, 20 years after the cloning of the CF gene, CF patients are still waiting for a curative treatment as prescribed medications still target the secondary manifestations of the disease rather than the gene or the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein. New therapeutics aimed at improving mutant CFTR functions, also known as 'protein repair therapy' are nevertheless hoped and predicted to replace some of the currently used therapy, while improving the quality of life as well as life expectancy of CF patients. Although there is substantial variability in the cost of treating CF between countries, a protein repair therapy should also alleviate the financial burden of medical costs for CF patients and their families. Finding new drugs or rediscovering old ones for CF is critically dependent on the delivery of molecular and structural information on the CFTR protein, on its mutated version and on the network of CFTR-interacting proteins. The expertise needed to turn compounds into marketable drugs for CF will depend on our ability to provide biological information obtained from pertinent models of the disease and on our success in transferring safe molecules to clinical trials. Predicting a drug-induced response is also an attractive challenge that could be rapidly applied to patients.